
A SICK WORLD 

BACKSTORY 
Sal is a priest who oversees a monastery high in the mountains. A few years ago, Sal found an 
infant left on the steps of the monastery. Sal noticed something was much different about this 
baby and received message in his/her dreams explaining that Angel was sent by God to rid the 
earth of evil. Sal decided to raise the child and named the child Angel. Angel grew twice as fast 
as a normal child, and matured into teenager in only seven years.  

PREVIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES 
Angel is not at an age where Sal can reveal the truth to Angel about his/her condition.  

SAL 
I was just a young Priest when I found you outside the stairs. No one knew you or where you 
came from. No one even knew what your name was. So when no one came back to claim you, 
we decided to name you … Angel. You have a gift. To help people … and to fight evil. We live in 
a time where what’s wrong is right and what’s right is now wrong. It’s a sick world. Look at the 
markings on your palm: 777. Three sevens are a powerful Christian symbol. It’s the anti-666 
symbol. 777 is the code for God, symbolic for the Trinity, God the Father, the Son and the Holy 
Spirit. [Sal allows Angel to digest for a moment] I know this must feel like a burden. Please 
forgive me. I love you. Pray harder. More will be revealed.  

EMOTIONAL FLEXIBILITY EXERCISE 
1) Emotional/sense memory of a time when you tried to lift a heavy burden off of your 

shoulders.  
2) Personalization: someone you fear that you let down.  
3) Sensory condition: overall of a chill down your spine. Endow with the fear that something 

horrible is about to happen. 


